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Dega Bah and Ms. Fett Scenario 

 
 

Wookie College is a very small private liberal arts college.  Student Dega Bah is a 21-year-old 
junior studying theater arts, and has the lead female role in an upcoming theatrical production 
put on by the college.  The costuming for the play is being done by long-time Wookie College 
adjunct professor and 45-year veteran costumer, Ms. Fett.    
 
Dega Bah arrives to her scheduled costume fitting with Ms. Fett in a small room in the 
performing arts building.  They are the only two people in the room.  The room has a make-shift 
dressing room in one corner for the actors to try on costumes.  Ms. Fett gives Dega Bah a pair of 
pants and blouse for her to try on.  Dega Bah proceeds to take the clothes into the dressing 
room, puts them on, and walks out of the dressing room.  Ms. Fett and Dega Bah discuss for a 
few moments the poor fit of the costume pieces and Ms. Fett says that both garments will need 
to be “taken in” for a proper fit.  Ms. Fett then retrieves her measuring tape and pinning kit 
from a desk drawer and asks Dega Bah to stand on a small platform in front of a mirror.  Dega 
Bah proceeds to stand on the small platform while Ms. Fett begins to take measurements.   
 
During the measuring process, Ms. Fett touches Dega Bah over the clothing in the “bust” area, 
on the inner and outer thighs, arms, neck, waist and shoulders.  After Ms. Fett has taken the 
measurements, she then begins to pin the garments to “better fit Dega Bah’s body.”  Again, Ms. 
Fett touches Dega Bah’s clothed body on the inner and outer thighs, arms, waist, and just under 
the breasts.  During the measuring and pinning process, Ms. Fett and Dega Bah engage in 
modest conversation.  At several points during the measuring and pinning process, Ms. Fett 
remarks on Dega Bah’s physique:  “You are a beautiful girl and you will play your part well,” 
“You have such a great figure--this costume will look great on you,” “You are so pretty,” “You 
have such a tiny waist,” “You will look gorgeous on stage.” 
 
The costume fitting takes about 20 minutes.  After the pinning is concluded, Dega Bah returns 
to the dressing room and changes back into her own clothes.  She then exits the dressing room 
and hands the pinned costume to Ms. Fett. Ms. Fett and Dega Bah exchange “Goodbyes” and 
then Dega Bah leaves the room. 
 
Three days later, Ms. Fett contacts Dega Bah to schedule a second costume fitting.  Dega Bah 
does not immediately respond to Ms. Fett’s request.  Dega Bah instead emails Wookie’s Title IX 
Coordinator, Luke Solo.  Dega Bah states in her email that she wishes to lodge a complaint 
against Ms. Fett under Wookie’s Title IX policies. Dega Bah states that she is uncomfortable 
participating in the production any further if she has to work with Ms. Fett.  Dega Bah states 
Ms. Fett displayed harassing behavior during the costume fitting by persistently commenting 
about Dega Bah’s physical appearance and touching her inappropriately. 
 
The following week, at the request of Dega Bah, Luke Solo launches a Title IX investigation.  
Luke Solo sends a letter to both the reporting party and responding party notifying them of the 
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investigation.  Under Wookie’s stated Title IX procedures, Luke Solo will serve as the 
investigator in this matter since it involves a staff member and student.   
Luke Solo first conducts an in-person interview with Dega Bah, who arrives to the interview 
alone.  Dega Bah described her encounter with Ms. Fett at the costume fitting and states that 
she “was harassed repeatedly” and wants Ms. Fett’s employment terminated.  Dega Bah states 
she will probably “quit the play” if Ms. Fett is allowed to continue as the costumer for the 
production.   
 
Luke Solo then interviews Ms. Fett.  Ms. Fett, who has asked the Chair of the Performing Arts 
Program, Mr. Greedo, to accompany her to this interview, is mortified at the allegations against 
her and cannot comprehend why she is “in trouble.”  She states that she must touch those she 
is fitting for a costume.  She proceeds to take a large scarf out of her handbag and 
demonstrates on herself how fabric drapes across the body and how it must be pinned to 
achieve the correct fit.  She explains the need for bust darts, pants pleats, correct inseams, etc.  
When asked about the comments she made to Dega Bah in the costume fitting, Ms. Fett states, 
“I am a 68-year-old woman and I appreciate the beauty of our young performers.  I am from 
France, and the French appreciate beauty.  My husband tells me every day that I am beautiful.  
Why should I not tell someone she is beautiful?  Why didn’t Dega Bah tell me she was 
uncomfortable?”  Ms. Fett states she has contacted her attorney and feels “defamed.”  Mr. 
Greedo and Ms. Fett leave the interview. 
 
Dega Bah and Ms. Fett do not disagree on the material facts of the costume fitting encounter.  
Neither party mentioned the facts of the encounter to others and offered no witnesses.  Having 
no other witnesses, Luke Solo’s investigation is complete.  He will now turn the case over to a 
three-member hearing panel for adjudication.   
 
Wookie College uses standards for resolution of Title IX grievances that are consistent with 
guidance and resolution agreements from OCR/DOJ.  Please answer the following:   
 

1. Has Dega Bah experienced harassment in this situation? Why or why not? 
2. Does this situation rise to the level of a hostile environment?  Why or why not? 
3. Is the Title IX system the appropriate place for this complaint?  Why or why not?   
4. Is a full investigation under the Title IX system the right response?  If yes, why?  If no, 

what is another alternative?  Are there other ways Wookie College could address this 
issue? 

 


